
New Pro-Tool Kits 
IS40 and IS50

✔ D914STMImpact Tool
The D914S Impact Tool provides better comfort and performance
through a new ergonomic design. A soft rubber handle and rounded
edges provide a better grip to reduce hand fatigue, especially while 
performing numerous wire terminations. It has all the same great fea-
tures as the industry standard Harris D914 Impact Tool, works with all
Harris industry standard blades, and is backed by a Lifetime Warranty.  

✔ D814 TM Impact Tool
The D814 Impact Tool is a unique all-in-one punch-down tool that enables
installers to make more efficient connections with much less effort than
other wire termination tools. With a variety of interchangeable blades, the
D814 impact tool is an essential part of an installer's tool pouch.

✔ ✔ Electrician’s D-SnipsTM

D-Snips offer a unique ergonomically-designed handle that leverages
your power, providing 1-1/2 times the cutting force with half the effort.
The special "tail" on the handle that provides the added leverage also
minimizes hand fatigue. Cuts are faster, cleaner and safer. 

✔ ✔ Cable Stripper
Adjustable cable cutter and stripper for round cables, UTP/STP telephone and
data cables, and other flexible cables. 

✔ ✔ EverSharpTM 66/110 Cut Blade
Through special processing of the metal, the EverSharp 66/110 combo blade
stays sharper 3 times longer than other competitive blades. Sharper blades
provide better termination at the block, leading to quality installs.

✔ ProbePic
This handy, pocket-size insulated probe has multiple uses. The probe end
can be used to check for loose or damaged connections or to spread apart
wires for direct access. 

✔ ✔ Case
Durable compact neoprene pouch with metal clip for belt.

Ordering Information: 
Pro-Tool Kit IS40  P/N 11291-000
Pro-Tool Kit IS50  P/N 11292-000

Account Representatives
East: (610) 325-7987 • West: (559) 338-0652

The most essential tools for electrical and telecom technicians
in the most compact pouch available.  

The Pro-Tool Kit IS40 ✔ and the Pro-Tool Kit IS50 ✔
include the following:
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